Casey’s Reel
(a.k.a. Casey’s Irish Reel, Casey’s Hornpipe)

Key: D

Traditional(?); from the playing of Dwight Lamb.
Arr. by Pete Showman
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Arranged and typeset in ABC by Pete Showman 9/25/2015 (rev. 2b).

A tune brought to the South Bay Old-Time Jam by Dorian Martinka, who learned it in a workshop from well-known fiddler Rafe Stefanini. This version is transcribed from the playing of Dwight Lamb on his album "Joseph Won a Coated Fiddle." You can hear a bit of Dwight’s version (and buy the whole track, or album) at www.amazon.com/Caseys-Reel/dp/B0010V8GOK

Dorian notes that Rafe played it slightly differently in a couple places:

- Rafe’s variation for all four endings (1st & 2nd, A and B parts):

- Rafe used this run for measure 12 (4th of the B part), rather than Dwight’s AM7 arpeggio:
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